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If you carry joy in your heart, you can heal at any moment. Said Sir Jonson. 

The first time we laughed and laughed loudly with joy and the real spirit of 

camaraderie and friendship our beloved President Mr. Diedrick and Sydney was 

there to tell the old nostalgia about old golden time.We all together with the joy of 

reunion of all those moments which we have treasures which did share each-others 

are happiest moments which our great captain and D. Diedrick. Maybe it is weather 

or beer to create the joy of happiness. As W.G Grace said, We need the joy of 

cricket, as we need sun air and water. We need each other as we need the earth we 

share. Cricket is the greatest religion which brings humanity together our common 

heroes are Sir Great Bradman, Tendulkar W.G Grace, Gary Sober Shan Waren 

Murlidhuran Wasim Akram.  

Sir Richard the great,  

As SC Osborn said, those who do-not built a castle in the air, built them nowhere. 

Cricket is imagination, imagination is more important then knowledge imagination 

is the language of the soul. Pay attention to your imagination and you will discover 

all you need to be fulfilled? Logic will take you A to B imagination will take you 

everywhere.  

 

 

M. Shahid, 

Our great captain ware de Vroe fell in love first sight with Shahid when he amazed 

us to bowling in-swinger or out-swinger, it was pace and varieties which make 

batsman mesmerised, He is a perfect cricketer and perfect all-rounder.  

A perfect cricketer who did amaze us just like an ancient folklore story of gods of 

Greeks philosophy the hero would visit us, so he did visit us with his with the 

physical body. First I thought he has artificial intelligence (robot) thank God he is 

human with feelings. he played the inning As W.G Grace said, Cricket is such sport 

where luck does not work Instead of skill and concentration. This game is a 

combination of psychology, chemistry physics and mathematics and timing.  

Lusty below, a joy to watch, the root of fragility when batsman takes a stance, it 

starts his fragility, it is a first ball, steel of nerve and extreme concentration. He 

smashed two equative boundaries right in the point region. Stunning 71 runs, 

staying not out, relaxing manners choosing the gap a look like eyes of the needle, 

amazing what a shot. Option “B” facing adversity building resilience and finding 

joy. He played every ball with its merits. Man of the Match Chaudhry has the honor 

to award him shirts and trousers,  

As Mike Barely said, legendary English Captain once said, 



I slept and dreamed that life was a joy. I awoke and found that life was a duty. I 

acted and behold that duty was a joy as captain of Great Britain.  

 

 

The great captain Ware de Vore, 

Thanks to all foot soldiers but especially the Great Wim de lang took 2 wickets, the 

magical catch took our R. Rijk it was amazing. But show stole the M. Shahid.  

All credit goes to our captain who he was the architect the strategy and lethal 

planing against them. The devastating batsman, blistering pace bowling and 

supreme fielding, I assess the huge margins we won the match. The real inning 

started after the match with beer and recalling the old memories and nostalgia with 

Sydney. “That is all Gentleman” Good news is Sydney is back his old duty of 

Keeping. What a day it was. 

 


